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Introduction11

In 1925 Alfred Lotka published Elements of Physical Biology, a seminal document of mod-12

ern mathematical biology (Lotka, 1925). In the book, Lotka applies rigorous mathemat-13

ics to population dynamics, chemical kinetics, evolutionary dynamics, biogeochemistry and14

consciousness, among other things. Interestingly, only one small section—“Treatment of15

[parasite-host interaction] by the method of kinetics” (pages 88 to 92)—was destined to be-16

come famous. In that section Lotka reanalyzed a parasite-host problem that had previously17

been treated in a series of papers by W. R. Thompson (Thompson, 1922a,b,c). Lotka’s model18

was written, therefore, to address parasite-host dynamics. However, a few years later, Vito19

Volterra introduced precisely the same model to describe predator-prey dynamics (Volterra,20

1928). Since then it has become the canonical expression of the dynamics of one species21

hunting another.22

The Lotka-Volterra model23

Let x(t) and y(t) be the number, density or total biomass of prey and predators, respectively,24

at time t ∈ (−∞,∞). Suppose that in the absence of predators, the prey per capita intrinsic25

rate of increase—i.e., per capita birth rate minus death rate—is a constant, r. Also, let the26

natural per capita death rate of predators be µ, also constant. We assume that prey and27

predators are well mixed in the habitat, and predators roam independently, randomly and28

uniformly looking for prey while prey roam independently, randomly and uniformly while29

feeding. Predators are solitary hunters and can kill any prey they encounter with a fixed30

probability; e.g., predators do not just focus on the young and old. These assumptions allow31

us to view predation as a simple chemical reaction; therefore, it can be described as mass-32

action. That is, the overall rate of predation is αx(t)y(t), where α is the product of encounter33

and kill per encounter rates. If we assume that prey all have the same mass and predators34

assimilate the same proportion of each prey’s body that it eats, then the conversion rate of35

prey mass into predator mass has the form βx(t)y(t), where β is the per-capita proportion of36

prey biomass converted to predator mass times α. These considerations lead to the famous37

Lotka-Volterra model:38

dx

dt
= rx− αxy, (1a)

dy

dt
= βxy − µy, (1b)

where we suppress the time arguments for clarity. To satisfy biological realism, we assume39

that all parameters, r, α, β and µ, are positive. We can also rewrite the model, as both40

Lotka and Volterra did, as follows:41

dx

dt
= x (r − αy) , (2a)

dy

dt
= y (βx− µ) . (2b)
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Analysis of the Lotka-Volterra model42

We begin by applying the traditional dynamical systems approach, which in this case gives43

only limited insight. Then we show how Lotka attacked the problem. His approach is not44

generally applicable to other models, but it is quite clean and provides more insight.45

Typical approach46

As with most biological models, model (1) has no closed form solution (see Box 1). So, our47

only recourse is to approach the problem indirectly. Taking a dynamical systems persepctive,48

in which one studies properties of the model’s vector field, usually gives one most of the49

information they need. At a minimum one usually finds fixed points and analyzing their50

linear stability. So we start there.51

Fixed points52

The model has two fixed points:53

E0 = (0, 0), and E1 =

(
µ

β
,
r

α

)
(Box 1). That is relatively easy to see from equations (2). By definition, a point (x̂, ŷ) is a54

fixed point iff x′ = y′ = 0 at that point. From equation (2a) one can see that x′ = 0 if either55

x = 0 or y = r/α. Similarly, from (2b), y′ = 0 if either y = 0 or x = µ/β.56

So there are four combinations of possible fixed points: (i) E0; (ii) E1; (iii) (0, r/α); or57

(iv) (µ/β, 0). But (iii) cannot be a fixed point because, if x = 0, then y′ = −µ(r/α) and58

the predator population is declining. Similarly, (iv) cannot be a fixed point because if y = 059

then x′ = r(µ/β) and the prey population will grow. Therefore, E0 and E1 are the only60

possible fixed points of this model.61

Biological interpretation of the fixed points62

The fact that E0 is a fixed point means that if no individuals of either species exist at any63

point in time, then no individuals existed or will exist, ever. I realize that may be hard64

to swallow. What about extinction? So what if the populations are extinct at time t0.65

Can’t there have been animals at some time before t0? Technically the answer is no. Here’s66

why. We just showed that one solution of the model is (x(t), y(t)) = (0, 0) for all time. We67

also know (from a proof not shown) that solutions of system (2) are unique, so no other68

solutions can cross or run into the origin at any time. Therefore, no animals now means69

no animals ever in the past or future. Ultimately, this really is not a big deal. It’s simply70

an artifact of the mathematics we chose to use. We deliberately described our populations71

with a continuous vector, (x, y) ∈ R2. If a population approaches extinction, its numbers72

are necessarily few. In that case, describing its dynamics with continuous variables loses73

validity, and we’re left with two choices. We can switch to a stochastic model or interpret74

the continuous results as mean behavior of an ensemble of runs of a stochastic system, which75

can be rigorously justified in this case (proof not shown).76
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At the second fixed point, E1, the habitat houses constant numbers of both predator and77

prey. It’s not hard to see why. First of all, prey are recruited into their population at rate r78

per adult per time unit. They are removed by predators at rate µy. Therefore, if y is r/µ,79

then the number of recruits equals the number of deaths, and the population won’t change.80

A similar argument can be made for the predators—when x = µ/β, the number of predators81

produced per unit time equals the number that die.82

Phase dynamics and linear stability83

If the system starts at one of the two fixed points, it stays there forever. But what if it starts84

somewhere else? The answer is often provided by dynamical systems theory. The key insight85

here is this: the ODE system (1) moves every point in the phase plane to another point in the86

phase plane at some time in the future. The phase plane is the space of dependent variables,87

essentially the (x(t), y(t)) plane. That is, (x(t), y(t)) ∈ R2 7→ (x(t + δt), y(t + δt)) ∈ R2
88

under the ODE system, (1). That mapping is visualized using a direction field, which plots89

arrows in the phase plane showing the direction and “velocity” of the spatial deformation90

generated by the model. An example is shown in Box 1. Each arrow points in the direction91

of the derivatives (1), and their lengths show the magnitudes of the gradient at that point.92

On top of the direction field we can plot the nullclines, which are the sets of points93

for which one of the derivatives, either dx/dt or dy/dt is zero. It’s easy to find these sets94

using the model as expressed by system (2). From (2a), dx/dt = 0 when x = 0 and when95

y = r/α. So these define two lines that are nullclines for the prey—the y-axis and one96

line perpendicular to it where y is constant. From (2b), dy/dt = 0 when y = 0 and when97

x = µ/β, which means that there are 2 nullclines for predators: the x-axis and a line where98

x is constant (Box 1, Fig. 1).99

We get a good sense of the model’s behavior from the plot of nullclines and the direction100

field. The nullclines sector the phase plane into quadrants (Box 1). The direction field shows101

how solutions move in each quadrant—up and to the left in the upper right quadrant, for102

example. So evidently, solutions are somehow spiraling around the fixed point.103

The question now is, do they spiral in towards the fixed point, spiral out and away, or104

do they just cycle around for ever? Typically, to answer that question one would use linear105

stability analysis, which is based on the following theorem:106

Theorem. Local stability of planar maps. Consider the model,107

du

dt
= f1(u, v),

dv

dt
= f2(u, v).

Suppose f1 and f2 are continuous functions with continuous first derivatives. Let J be the108

Jacobi matrix for this system and p̄ be a fixed point.109

1. If all the the eigenvalues of J evaluated at p̄ have negative real part, then the fixed point110

p̄ is locally asymptotically stable;111

2. If any of the eigenvalues of J evaluated at p̄ have real part greater than 0, then p̄ is112

unstable.113
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The Jacobi matrix114

J =


∂f1
∂u

∂f1
∂v

∂f2
∂u

∂f2
∂v

 , (3)

and its eigenvalues are the values λ that satisfy the characteristic equation:115

det(J − Iλ) = 0, (4)

where I is the identity matrix. Written out more explicitly, the eigenvalues satisfy116 (
∂f1
∂u
− λ
)(

∂f2
∂v
− λ
)
− ∂f1

∂v
· ∂f2
∂u

= 0. (5)

The Jacobian of model (1) is117

J(x, y) =

(
r − αy −αx
βy βx− µ

)
.

(See Box 1 for the MatLab calculations.) At fixed point E0,118

J(0, 0) =

(
r 0
0 −µ

)
.

In this case, then, the characteristic equation (5) becomes119

(r − λ) (−µ− λ) = 0.

Therefore, the eigenvalues are λ1 = r and λ2 = −µ. By assumption both r, µ > 0, so by the120

linear stability theorem E0 is unstable. (More specifically it’s a saddle.) At E1,121

J(x, y) =

 0 −αµ
β

rβ

α
0

 ,

making the characteristic equation122

λ2 + rµ = 0.

Therefore, the eigenvalues are i
√
rµ and −i√rµ. Since these are pure imaginary numbers,123

the local stability theorem does not apply, so we can’t use it to conclude anything about the124

interior fixed point except that solutions spiral around it.125

Lotka’s approach126

So far all we only know that there are 2 fixed points, and solutions somehow spiral around127

the interior one. To determine the model’s exact behavior, Lotka divided the x-equation by128
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Figure 1: Phase portrait of the Lotka-Volterra model with r = 1, α = 1, β = 1/2 and
µ = 1/3 for three initial conditions: (x0, y0) = {(0.25, 0.25), (0.5, 0.5), (0.75, 0.75)}. Closed
curves are solutions of model (1); dashed lines are the interior nullclines.

the y-equation in system (2), which yields a differential equation for dynamics on the phase129

plane:130

dx/dt

dy/dt
=

dx

dy
=
x(r − αy)

y(βx− µ)
.

This ODE does have a closed form solution. One can separate variables and integrate as131

follows:132 ∫ x

x0

βx− µ
x

dx′ =

∫ y

y0

r − µy
y

dy′.

After integrating and collecting constants together (see Box 2), we have the solution:133

βx(t) + αy(t)− µ lnx(t)− r ln y(t) = C, (6)

where134

C = βx0 + αy0 − µ lnx0 − r ln y0,

and x(0) = x0 and y(0) = y0. Plotting solutions on the phase plane show that no matter135

how many prey and predators we start with, the system always cycles around the fixed point136

(Fig. 1).137
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Box 1: Linear Stability Analysis of the Lotka-Volterra Model

(NOTE: This analysis is based on MatLab's symbolic toolbox.)

The first step in our analysis is to enter the Lotka-Volterra model (see main text) into MatLab as a symbolic
model:

% Define variables and parameters; see text for definitions
syms x(t) y(t);
syms r alpha beta mu;
 
% Set assumptions on variables and parameters
assume([t, r, alpha, beta, mu],'real');
assume([x(t), y(t)], 'real')
assumeAlso([r, alpha, beta, mu] > 0);
 
% Define the vector field and model
PreyDF = diff(x) == r*x - alpha*x*y;
PredDF = diff(y) == beta*x*y - mu*y;
Model = [PreyDF; PredDF]

Model(t) = 

Unfortunately the model cannot be solved directly, as shown by the error obtained when we try to solve the
initial value problem with initial conditions :

syms x0 y0 % Make initial values symbols
InitConds = [x(0)==x0, y(0)==y0]; % Define the initial conditions
dsolve(Model, InitConds) % Attempt to solve the initial value problem

Warning: Unable to find explicit solution.

 
ans =
 
[ empty sym ]
 

Therefore, as described in the text, we take the dynamical systems approach.

Find fixed points (a.k.a. equilibra)

The fixed points are values of the dependent variables x and y at which . To start,

make new variables and construct the vector field using them. [Note: We need to make the new
variables X and Y because x(t) and y(t) are functions of time and therefore cannot be manipulated in MatLab
as symbolic variables.]

1
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% Define X and Y as real variables, not functions
syms X Y 'real';
 
% Make the standard assumptions
assumeAlso([X Y] >=0);
 
% Construct the vector field and solve for the fixed points
VF = [r*X - alpha*X*Y, beta*X*Y - mu*Y];
[XFP, YFP] = solve(VF==0, [X Y])

XFP = 

YFP = 

That gives us two solutions: (i) , and (ii) . One can verify this by simply substituting

these values into the dynamical equations, as follows:

subs(VF, [X Y], [mu/beta r/alpha])

ans = 

The fact that we get (0 0) as our answer shows that when , , which is the

definition of a fixed point or equilibrium.

Dynamics in the phase plane

    A nice way to visualize the dynamics is to plot the nullclines and direction arrows showing the vector field
generated by the model (see text). We start with the nullclines. to make things a little easier to see, factor the
right-hand sides of the differential equations:

NullSet = [factor(VF(1)); factor(VF(2))]

NullSet = 

    The first row of NullSet tells us that the right-hand side of the prey differential equation has

factors X and . Therefore, the nullset for X is . (Note that this is not xor.)

2
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Similarly, the nullset for predators is . Therefore, the nullsets include both axes and two

perpendicular lines interior to the positive quadrant. 

    Example: We substitute in dummy values for the parameters so that we can plot the nullclines and
direction arrows:

% Perform the substitution for the nullcline sets
NullSetEx = subs(NullSet,[alpha beta r mu], [1 1/2 1 1/3])

NullSetEx = 

% Set up the expressions we need to solve to get the nullclines
fNull1(X,Y) = NullSetEx(1,2);
fNull2(X,Y) = NullSetEx(2,2);
 
% Solve these for the zero points of the ODE and plot
fimplicit(fNull1==0, [0 1.5 0 1.5], 'LineWidth', 2)
ax = gca;
ax.FontSize = 18;
hold on
fimplicit(fNull2==0, [0 1.5 0 1.5], 'LineWidth', 2)
xlabel('Prey Density ($x(t)$)', 'interpreter', 'latex')
ylabel('Predator Density ($y(t)$)', 'interpreter', 'latex')
% Produce the data for the direction arrows
[Xnum, Ynum] = meshgrid(0:0.1:1.4, 0:0.1:1.4);
VFXnum = r*Xnum - alpha*Xnum.*Ynum;
VFXnum = subs(VFXnum, [alpha, beta, r, mu], [1, 1/2, 1, 1/3]);
VFYnum = beta*Xnum.*Ynum - mu*Ynum;
VFYnum = subs(VFYnum, [alpha, beta, r, mu], [1, 1/2, 1, 1/3]);
quiver(Xnum, Ynum, VFXnum, VFYnum, 'Color', 'black')
hold off
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The fixed points occur where X and Y nullclines intersect, so there are 2 such points: the origin (because the
axes are nullclines); and the point where the 2 lines plotted above intersect. 

    Next we linearize the model around the fixed points to explore their local stability properties. Our first step
is to calculate the Jacobian of the system, find its eigenvalues and evaluate the signs of the real parts.

J = jacobian(VF, [X Y])

J = 

EigenJ = simplify(eig(J))

EigenJ = 

4
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So this is a god-awful mess and doesn't help us much because it applies to every point on the phase plane.
We are interested only in the eigenvalues at the fixed points, which are now easy to find. All we have to do is
substitute the fixe points into EigenJ. We start with the origin (0,0):

lambda_0 = simplify(subs(EigenJ, [X Y], [0 0]))

lambda_0 = 

Since, by assumption, both μ and r are positive, this fixed point is always a saddle and therefore unstable.
Now for the interior fixed point:

lambda_interior = simplify(subs(EigenJ, [X Y], [mu/beta r/alpha]))

lambda_interior = 

Again, both μ and r are positive, so these eigenvalues are pure imaginary; the real parts are both 0. So the
linear stability theorem doesn't help here.  

5
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Box 2. Lotka's Analysis

Lotka transformed the 2-D system into an 1-D ODE that governs dynamics on the phase plane (see main
text). The transformed ODE can be solved by separation of variables, as shown below.

% Create symbolic variables and make standard assumptions
syms x y r alpha beta mu 'real'
assumeAlso([r, alpha, beta, mu] > 0)
assumeAlso([x y]>=0)

After separating variables by hand (see text) we have expressions to integrate in both x and y:

Xside = (beta*x - mu)/x

Xside = 

Yside = (r - alpha*y)/y

Yside = 

Now integrate each of these expressions. Unlike Lotka we will evaluate the definite integrals:

% Create initial conditions
syms x0 y0 'real'
assumeAlso([x0, y0]>=0)
 
% Perform the integrations and equate
Xint = int(Xside, x, x0, x);
Yint = int(Yside, y, y0, y);
LotkaSol = Xint == Yint

LotkaSol = 

It's actually kind of nice to have the integration constant, for a reason we will see in a moment. So we collect
all terms with the variables x or y in them on one side of the equation. The other side is the integration
constant, C:

% Define the constant as a real number
syms C 'real'
 
% Isolate all terms involving the variables x and y on the lhs
LotkaSol = expand(LotkaSol);
LotkaSol = isolate(LotkaSol, beta*x -mu*log(x) + alpha*y - r*log(y))

1
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LotkaSol = 

 
% The rhs then is the integration constant 
C = rhs(LotkaSol)

C = 

Now we can plot the solutions to see their behavior.

% Input values for the parameters
ParamVals = [1 1/2 1 1/3]; % [alpha beta r mu]
LotkaSolNum = subs(LotkaSol, [alpha beta r mu], ParamVals);
 
% Define solutions through 3 specific initial points
LotkaSolNum1 = subs(LotkaSolNum, [x0 y0], [0.25, 0.25]);
LotkaSolNum2 = subs(LotkaSolNum, [x0 y0], [0.5, 0.5]);
LotkaSolNum3 = subs(LotkaSolNum, [x0 y0], [0.75, 0.75]);
% Plot these solutions
fimplicit([LotkaSolNum1 LotkaSolNum2 LotkaSolNum3], [0, 3.5, 0, 3], 'LineWidth', 1.5)
 
% Plot the nullclines (see Box 1)
hold on
ax = gca;
ax.FontSize = 18;
ynull = double(subs(r, ParamVals(3))/subs(alpha, ParamVals(1)));
xnull = double(subs(mu, ParamVals(4))/subs(beta, ParamVals(2)));
line(ax.XLim, [ynull ynull], 'LineStyle', '--', 'Color', 'k', 'LineWidth', 2)
line([xnull xnull], ax.YLim, 'LineStyle', '--', 'Color', 'k', 'LineWidth', 2)
xlabel('Prey Density ($x(t)$)', 'interpreter', 'latex')
ylabel('Predator Density ($y(t)$)', 'interpreter', 'latex')
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